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Reent studies show that many types of human soial ativities, from sienti ollaborations to
sexual ontats, an be understood in terms of omplex network of interations. Suh networking
paradigm allows to model many aspets of soial behaviour with relatively simple omputer models.
The present work investigates the inuene of single leaders on opinion formation within simulations
of agent based artiial networked soieties. Several types of network systems (among them random
networks, highly lustered, small world and sale-free) are studied. The strength of the soial
inuene of individuals is assumed to be ditated by distane from an agent to another, as well as
individual strengths of the agents. We study the eet of dierent topologies on the onditions of
general aeptane of leader's opinion by the soiety.
1. MODELING OPINION FORMATION IN
AGENT BASED COMPUTER MODELS
Computer simulations are quikly beoming reognized
and aepted tool in soial sienes, viewed as a way of
testing hypotheses and preditions and revealing some
simple mehanisms underlying omplex behaviour. The
studies are espeially useful when the studied soial phe-
nomena an be quantied, and when enough empirial
data exists to ompare the numerial models with real-
ity.
One of suh areas is opinion formation in soieties,
measurable both on the large sale (for example through
eletion results or polls) or on small sale diret experi-
ments. Computer simulation models of opinion forming
date bak to 1960s, however, the partiular model we
base our researh on is the one of Nowak et al. [1℄, devel-
oped further by Nowak and Lewenstein [2℄ and Kaperski
and Hoªyst [3, 4℄, Hoªyst et al. [5℄. The general approah
analyses the formation of publi opinion through intera-
tions between individual members of the soiety, taking
into aount dierenes in reeptiveness, strength of in-
uene and preexisting biases. The original work [1℄ has
shown that interesting marosopi behaviour an result
from simple mirosopial properties of omputer agents.
The basis for the models in [1, 2, 3, 4, 5℄, whih will
be generally followed here, is the following:
• A set of N interating agents form a soiety. In-
terations take form of one to one ativities. The
dynamis of the total system is assumed to take
plae through disrete time steps, with updates
done globally.
• Eah agent i has, at a given time, his `opinion' σi.
The hanges of aggregates of `opinion' within the
soiety or ertain subgroups is the topi of the re-
searh.
• Eah agent is haraterized by the strength of his
possible inuene on other agents. This allows to
∗
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model situations of uneven distribution of inuene,
suh as presene of strong leader(s).
• As a speial ase, one of the agents (the leader)
is assumed to have the strength of inuene muh
greater than the rest of the agents.
• Interation between partiular agents is governed
by the strength of agents as well as the remote-
ness of the interating agents. We use the term
`remoteness' in abstrat sense, to denote the mea-
sure of the soial separation between members of
soiety and its eet on transmission of opinions.
The overall soial impat of agent i on agent j is
given by ombination of ating agent strength and
the separation between i and j.
• The agents interat and inuene eah other in
turns, hanging their opinion after eah full turn
of interations take plae. Agents are allowed
to interat with themselves, this mimis the phe-
nomenon of self-support, or inlination to hold
agent's present opinion.
• The model allows for extra-soial inuene or bias,
applying it uniformly to all agents.
• The models may allow for the noise in ommunia-
tion and hanging individual opinion by adding an
equivalent of temperature to the simulations.
It is extremely interesting that the results of the works
ited above have signiant dependene on the way the
`remoteness' between the agents is introdued. The
works of Nowak et al. [1, 2℄ have used simple spatial
two-dimensional (2D) model of agent distribution. It has
been argued that
`People are more likely to interat with neigh-
bors, that is those who live lose to them in
physial spae' . . . `Our hoie of a 2D lattie
represents quite well the physial distribution
of people on at surfaes. The results of stud-
ies onduted in Boa Raton, Warsaw and
Shanghai, have shown that the probability of
soial interations is dereasing as a square of
physial distane' ([2℄).
2Results obtained for the 2D lattie based soiety have
shown that there are loalized `bubbles' of uniform opin-
ion around strong leaders, growing and merging or dimin-
ishing with hanges of external inuene. The geometri-
al model on a 2D dis has been used by Kaperski and
Hoªyst [3℄, with the measure of derease of the inuene
with distane studied mostly using linear relation.
In their later works of Kaperski, Hoªyst and
Shweitzer [4, 5℄ have argued that the soial distane,
whih does not have to fulll the same onditions as ge-
ometrial one (suh as, e.g. triangle inequality) should
be modelled by more general and exible model. The
authors introdue the notion of soial immediay mij
(between agents i and j ). The immediay mij does
not need to be equal mji and the distribution of values
of mij may be arbitrary. In [4℄ three immediay dis-
tributions were analysed: uniform random distribution
0 ≥ mij ≥ 2m, exponential distribution and disrete
multimodal distribution. The results show rapid jumps
in majority-minority proportion of opinion and presene
of loal lusters of opinion, whih in abstrat soial dis-
tane spae orrespond to Nowak's bubbles of opinion.
2. OPINION FORMATION IN NETWORKED
SOCIETIES
2.1. Network systems  an overview
Reent studies of various networked systems (see for
example Strogatz [6℄, Albert and Barabási [7℄, Dorogovt-
sev and Mendes [8℄, Dorogovtsev et al. [9℄, Dorogovtsev
and Mendes [10℄, Newman [11, 12℄, Newman and Park
[13℄), inluding biologial and soial systems, the Inter-
net and World Wide Web have shown several universal
and interesting eets. The most important among them
are `small world eet', degree distributions exhibiting
power-law or trunated power-law behaviour and signi-
ant lustering eets. Large number of results indiate
that the formation and properties of networked systems
found in nature  inluding soial networks  shows
ertain regularities and rules. In this paper we study the
same basi model of opinion formation as Nowak, Hoªyst,
Kaperski and o-workers, but we plae the agents on
nodes of several spei networks, diering in topology
of onnetions. The dierent network topologies result in
signiant dierenes in network harateristis, whih
might inuene the proess of opinion formation. The
main networks used in this work are desribed below.
In random (RAND) networks the links are distributed
randomly, thus we have a meshed network of links, with
agents diering in number of the neighbours, and no gen-
eral struture. On the average, the maximum distane
between agents in random network grows as logN and
the number of nieghbours per agent is given by the Pois-
son distribution.
The nearest neighbor (NN) nets are formed by linking
together a xed number of losest neighbors. The easi-
est way to visualize suh network is to plae the agents
on an imaginary irle and onneting eah agent to n
neighbors. Interesting property of NN networks is that
for small lling fators, agents on the opposite points at
the irle to ommuniate must go through many inter-
mediaries. For 4000 agents and number of neighbors set
at 10, the longest `distane' is 200 `hops'. Due to suh
large separation any hange of behavior of the agent i is
seen immediately only by his losest neighbors but the
majority of the soiety is aeted only after ltering by
intermediate agents loated far from i.
The small world Strogatz-Watts (SW) networks, intro-
dued and popularized in reent years, reprodue a uri-
ous fat observed in many natural and human-produed
networks, namely that the distane between any two
nodes of the network, measured in number of links needed
to onnet them, is usually muh smaller than that in
nearest neighbor or even random networks of the same
lling ratio [14℄. The name of the network ategory omes
exatly from suh observation. One of the ways to real-
ize a SW network is through a simple reworking of the
NN model: one uts a small (even very small!) fration
of the links from between nearest neighbors and applies
them instead between random agents. Keeping in mind
the visualization of NN networks as nodes along a irle,
this orresponds to adding onnetions that riss-ross
the irle at random. Due to suh shortuts, even if their
number is very small, the average distane between any
two nodes drops dramatially. Thus we have a network
that for eah agent, loally is very similar to NN model
(as most of the neighbors are, in fat, the same), but
globally the ommuniation through the network is muh
faster.
The sale-free Albert-Barabási network (AB) repro-
due another eet found in natural and artiial sys-
tems. In AB networks the dispersion of the number of im-
mediate neighbors (degree distribution) sales aording
to power law rather than exponential or Gaussian. This
type of networks results from interplay of two proesses:
growth of the network and preferential attahment (the
`rih get riher' priniple). As a result, the AB networks
exhibit muh greater presene of highly onneted agents
than other types of networks onsidered here.
We study also two types of hierarhial networks, sim-
ple one (HS), with eah agent having one link up (to its
`parent' on higher hierarhy level) and xed number of
links down (to desendants), and lustered hierarhial
network (HCL), in whih in addition to links up and
down, the agents having the same parent are all linked
together (within the same level). While the simple hi-
erarhy shows no lustering at all, the lustered version
preserves the division of the soiety into separate groups
and levels, while providing high lustering ratio within
groups
For ompleteness, in addition to the abstrat spae net-
works, we study also two traditional spatial geometries,
2D square array (2DSQ) and 3D ubi array (3DCU).
In both ases agents may be linked with all immediate
3neighbors, inluding diagonal ones (thus the 2D agent an
have 8 neighbours, and in 3D ase up to 26 neighbours).
We have used periodi boundary onditions.
In our simulations we have tried to ompare results for
dierent networks but the same average number of neigh-
bors NN . For the regular 2D and 3D networks, where
the geometrial number of neighbours is xed, to ahieve
the value of NN orrespondig to other networks, we have
randomly removed appropriate number of links. The only
exeptions were the hierarhial strutures, where to pre-
serve the essential top-down asymmetry of the network,
we have had to aept the lower number of onnetions at
the lowest level (edge of the network due to nite size),
where only links up (HS) or links up and in horizon-
tal luster (HCL) are present. The hierarhial networks
have therefore smaller average number of links, but pre-
serve the NN within the ore of the network.
Figures 1 and 2 ompare the two main properties of
the disussed networks relevant to the present researh.
The results shown were alulated for the average num-
ber of neighbours NN = 6. The rst gure ompares
the distribution of immediaies alulated aording to
Equation 1 (mij = 1/dij , i.e. with α = 1) for various
networks. In all ases one sees very pronouned maxima
in distribution of mij (notie the lin-log sale), but the
most probable values dier: they are the highest for the
RAND and AB networks, smaller for SW, 3DCU and HS
networks, and very small for NN, 2DSQ and HCL. In-
reasing α would shift the distributions of mij to even
smaller values. It is worth noting that in the NN system
ase due to very large distanes most mij values are very
small indeed.
Examining the distributions of the number of neigh-
bours one sees that most networks show some limited dis-
persion around the average NN = 6, the only exeption
being the sale-free network of Albert-Barabási. Out of
the `normal' networks, the dispersion is largest for RAND
system, while for NN network the number of neighbors is
xed NN ≡ 6. The AB network ontains quite a number
of agents with high onnetivity, even up to 250 in this
partiular ase. This turns up as the origin of one of the
interesting results of our simulations.
2.2. Use of networks in modelling opinion
formation
Even if we onentrate only on studies of stritly soial
phenomena, there is growing body of data that the om-
muniation proesses in human soieties are best mod-
elled by ompliated network arrangements (for examples
see [7, 13℄). The `small world' theorem, well established
experimentally, stating that the separation between ran-
domly hosen members of soiety is muh smaller than
expeted from geometrial and NN models, and even
from randomly linked model, an in obvious way inu-
ene the proess of ommuniation between members of
soiety, and thus the formation of opinions, or the `dis-
tane' from leaders to `normal' people. On the other
hand, the presene of extremely highly onneted nodes
(seen in Albert-Barabási models) gives partiular inu-
ene to some individual members of the soiety.
The aim of the urrent work is to present some results
of the same type of simulations used before on geomet-
rial or abstrat onnetions topologies applied here on
various types of networks. The dierenes between the
general network properties might shed some light on the
way the opinion shift ours, suh as the Nowak's `bub-
bles of opinion' in 2D model.
3. DETAILS OF THE MODEL
As mentioned above, our model followed almost ex-
atly that of Hoªyst and Kaperski. There are N agents
in the simulated system (we have used N = 4096). Eah
agent i is desribed by strength si (unhanged during the
simulation run) and the value of opinion, desribed by
σi = ±1. The proess of establishing the opinion in the
soiety is modelled in disrete time steps. At eah step
the opinion of any given agent is updated in aordane
with the ombined inuene of the other agents, agent's
own self-inuene and possible external onditions. The
interation between agents, for example agent j inuene
on agent i is given by ombination of agent j strength sj
`remoteness' of the agents, desribed by immediay mij .
In our work we set a very natural model for mij in net-
worked system
mij =
1
dij
α (1)
where dij is the distane between agents i and j measured
in number of network links and the exponent α deter-
mines the ratio of derease of immediaies with inreasing
distane (we have simulated soieties setting α = 1, 2, 3.
As dij = 1, 2, 3 . . . the immediaies are always ≤ 1. The
self-inuene termsmjj were set at 2 for all agents, whih
orresponds to relatively high tendeny to preserve one's
own opinion.
The strengths si were hosen randomly from interval
[0, 2s¯]. The only exeption was a single agent, alled the
leader, for whom the strength sL was muh greater than
the average s¯. Moreover, we have xed σL = 1 and set
mLL ≫ 1 so that the leader's opinion σL would remain
unhanged during the simulation runs.
The states of the agents are updated synhronously in
disrete time steps aording to the following formula:
σi(t+∆t) =


1 with probability exp(Ii/T )exp(Ii/T )+exp(−Ii/T )
−1 with probability exp(−Ii/T )exp(Ii/T )+exp(−Ii/T )
(2)
where T is the measure of randomness (`soial tempera-
4ture') and
Ii =
N∑
j=1
sjmij σj + h. (3)
The value of h measures uniform external inuene on
the system.
It is useful to introdue here the resaled values. The
saling is given by
sRL =
sL
Ns¯
, (4)
hR =
h
Nm¯s¯
, (5)
TR =
T
Nm¯s¯
, (6)
with averages m¯, s¯ exluding the leader. Additionally, we
dene the referene bakground eld B = Ns¯m¯, whih
is the maximum value of the bakground inuene of all
non-leader agents if they all have σj = 1. Now the soial
impat on agent i, in terms of the resaled values is given
by
Ii = s
R
L
miL
m¯
B +
∑
j 6=L
sRj
mij
m¯
σjB + h
RB. (7)
The fat, that through the Equation 1 the network it-
self establishes values of the immediaies mij allows to
onnet topologial properties of the networks (whih in
turn may be losely related to oneptual harateristis
of the soiety) to the opinion formation proess. Thus,
our work is muh loser to possible experimental and
pratial uses than the previous researh.
4. RESULTS
In our simulations we were partiularly interested in
searhing for onditions under whih the leader an on-
vine a signiant part or the whole soiety to his views.
We have studied the fration f of leader's supporters as
funtion of unfavorable external inuene (hR < 0) and
leader's strength (resaled) sRL . We have ompared re-
sults of simulations performed with three types of start-
ing onditions: assuming that initially all agents have
the same opinion as the leader (σi ≡ 1), random initial
distribution of σi and assuming that all agents disagree
initially with the leader (σi ≡ −1). Results of the three
types of initial onditions are presented as rows in gures.
In some of the simulations the leader was hosen ran-
domly, with the number of immediate neighbors lose to
average, in other ases the highest onneted (HC) agent
was hosen to be the leader. Results are presented in the
left and right olumns of gures 37 (the only exeption
being the NN network where all agents have exatly the
same onnetivity, so only one set of results is presented).
The number of onnetions of random and HC leader are
rather similar in most ases  with the exeption of the
sale free AB network, where there may be a dierene
of 12 orders of magnitude.
Figures 37 present ontour plot of fration of leader
supporters f for some of the networks studied. The on-
tours orrespond to the following values of the fration
of leader's supporters: 0.01, 0.10, 0.25, 0.50, 0.75, 0.90,
0.99 (from red to green). The soial temperature TR was
set at 0.3. The results, are in most ases remarkably sim-
ilar. The exeptions, whih will be disussed below are
the NN network and the AB system.
Figure 8 presents f as funtion of sRL for a xed value
of hR = −1.5, for a set of network types and initial
onditions. Left olumn orresponds to extremely dis-
favourable initial onditions σj ≡ −1, right olumn to
a random distribution with average σ¯ = 0. Two sets of
lines orrespond to leaders plaed at random (red) and
in a HC position (green).
Let's disuss rst a typial situation, suh as the one
found in RAND and SW networks, as well as the AB
network when the leader is hosen randomly. For low
sRL and signiant negative h
R
there are no supporters
of leader's opinion. Inreasing sRL leads at rst to estab-
lishment of small luster of supporters (manifested in the
area where 0.01 < f < 0.25. In gure 8 this is learly
visible as plateaus of f . Further inrease leads to rapid
transition of the whole system to polarized, supporting
state of f ≈ 1. The transition region is approximately
given by equation
s∗L = −hR + C, (8)
where the value of the onstant C depends on the tem-
perature and initial onditions. This equation simply re-
ets the strength of the leader needed to overome the
average bakground eld of initial onguration. In low
TR limit C ≈ 1 for the σi = −1 starting ondition and
C = −1 for the opposite ase; for random starting on-
dition C = 0. These results are quite straightforward:
when the leader's strength overomes the ombined eet
of the bakground inuene and external onditions, the
agents start to hange opinion. With the inrease of their
number the onditions beome even more favourable and
transition to supportive state ours.
That the range of values for whih the loal luster of
supporters is present is greater for the favourable starting
onditions than in the random or disfavourable ase is
also quite evident: due to relatively large value of self-
inuene terms mii in Equation 7, it is more diult
for the leader to onvert an agent than to maintain the
supporting agent's attitude.
The results are presented for moderate values of hR
and sRL , omparable to 1. For muh larger values the ex-
ternal inuene and the leader's inuene dominate any
loal statistial utuations due to quenhed disorder.
The dynamis of the system is then trivial, given, for any
agent i by ompetition between the leader term sRL
miL
m¯
and hR. Due to disrete nature of distanes diL and
therefore miL, agents with the same miL are onvined
5(for given hR) at disrete values of sRL , and f shows sim-
ple multi-step behaviour.
We return now to the speial ases. We'll start with
the NN network. Due to the presene of very large sepa-
rations between agents in NN system, leader's inuene
on distant agents is extremely weak, and the only pra-
tial way to supportive state is the gradual `onvition'
of the growing range of neighbours. As a result we see
that the region of f grows linearly with inreasing sRL .
The growth of f is slow, and very large values of sRL are
needed to ensure the wholly supportive state. The NN
soiety may be alled strongly loalized, and the presene
of very high separation between agents learly inuenes
the opinion formation. It should be noted that our NN
network is, in fat, a 1-dimensional (1D) network. The
2D and 3D networks, for whih the average separation
grows not linearly with N but rather as
√
N and 3
√
N
respetively should weaken the eet, but still preserve
it. Our simulation size of 4096 agents is, however, too
small to make it visible, as the furthest distane on 2D
network is 32 and for 3D ase only 8. On the other hand,
for random networks, where the largest distane grows
as logN and for SW and AB networks where it is even
smaller, the onditions for rapid transition are present
and the suh transition is observed.
The seond interesting ase is the AB network with the
leader in high onnetivity position. Suh leader has a
lot of neighbours with dij = 1 and thus with mij = 1.
The inuene on those agents is relatively strong, and as
these agents form a signiant fration of the soiety's
size (in our ase 250/4096 ≈ 6%) it is muh easier to
ahieve the supportive state
s∗L ≥ K(−hR + C), (9)
with K < 1.
Figure 7 presents results for the AB network with
α = 2. The derease of mij with distane being muh
faster, there are signiant dierenes to the α = 1 ase.
The transition region is here more gradual, with visible
spread of the ontours espeially for large negative hR
region, also for the leader in random position. While the
ontour f = 0.90 falls into similar position as in the α = 1
ase, the f = 0.99 ontour is shifted to muh higher val-
ues of sRL in the ase of disfavourable and random initial
onditions. This is due to the diulty of onverting even
moderately remote agents due to rapid derease of mij .
The results presented in this work indiate that simple
models of networked soieties, based on network types a-
tually found in nature and reated by humans, together
with a simple formula for turning soial distane to inu-
ene strength one is able to derive the piture of the on-
ditions neessary to bring the onsensus of opinion due
to the inuene of a single strong individual. For most
of the networks the simulated behaviour is quite sim-
ple, but for some of the network topologies (espeially
for the sale-free Albert-Barabási networks) the results
are signiantly dierent. The onditions neessary to
onvert the population to leader's opinion depend ru-
ially on leader's position and onnetivity in the net-
work. Also, for strongly loalized nearest neighbour net-
works the ahievement of fully supportive state requires
far greater leader strengths than for small-world or even
random networks.
As the Strogatz-Watts and Albert-Barabási networks
are found to be relevant in many human soieties and
ativities (suh as friendship and aquaintane networks,
sexual ontats, sienti ollaborations, sienti ita-
tions, internet WEB pages links and even telephone alls
struture) the presented model may be found of impor-
tane in the analysis of the proesses of opinion formation
in some of these ases.
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Figure 1: Distribution of mij for various types of networks
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Figure 2: Distribution of the number of neighbours for various types of networks
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Figure 3: NN network. Fration of leader supporters f ompared to so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aled leader strength sRL
and external onditions hR. Contours orrespond to f = 0.01, 0.10, 0.25, 0.50, 0.75, 0.90, 0.99. T = 0.3 and α = 1.
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Figure 4: RAND network. Fration of leader supporters f 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onditions h
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Figure 5: SW network. Fration of leader supporters f ompared to soiety size, as funtion of the resaled leader strength sRL
and external onditions hR. Contours 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Figure 6: AB network. Fration of leader supporters f ompared to soiety size, as funtion of the resaled leader strength sRL
and external onditions hR. Contours 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Figure 7: AB network. Fration of leader supporters f ompared to soiety size, as funtion of the resaled leader strength sRL
and external onditions hR. Contours 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Figure 8: AB network. Fration of leader supporters f ompared to soiety size, as funtion of the resaled leader strength sRL
for xed external onditions hR = −1.5. Left olumn orresponds to σj ≡ −1 starting onditions, right olumn to random σj ,
with σ¯ = 0. Red lines are the results of simulations with leader in a random position, while green lines orrespond to leader as
highest onnetivity (HC) position.
